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QUESTION 1

Which properties must be available in the probe to configure peer-to-peer failover? 

A. Server, Mode, AutoSAF 

B. Mode, PeerHost, PeerPort 

C. Server, Connections, ServerBackup 

D. Server, ServerBackup, PeerHost, PeerPort 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Review this part of a rules file (line numbers added for troubleshooting) 

When running a syntaxcheckthis error is displayed: 

What is the cause of this error? 

A. Department is not a valid ObjectServer field. 

B. The lookup function needs an integer as key to the table. 

C. The lookup table definition must be set in the probe property file. 

D. Lookup table definitions must be located at the start of a rules file 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the effect of setting these ObjectServer properties prior to starting the ObjectServer? NHttpd.EnableHTTP :
TRUE NHttpd.ListeningPort : 8080 
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A. It defines whether the embedded HTTPD server will serve files from its document root. 

B. It configures the embedded HTTP server so that the interfaces are active on an HTTP port (8080). 

C. It configures the embedded HTTP server so that the interfaces are active on an HTTPS port (8080). 

D. IT defines the security realm name of the basic HTTP authentication value that is returned to a HTTP request in a
HTTP(401) response when invalid or no credentials are provided. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 4

What is one of the first steps that the WebGUI administrator should do when creating a new page for a user? 

A. define the page wires for the different workspaces 

B. set the page location, source URL, and tools accessibility 

C. set the page properties, roles, layouts, and levels of access 

D. define the user access groups for each workspace on the page 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Pluggable Authentication Modules are used to verify user credentials on a Linux host. What is the correct command line
to start process control? 

A. %NCHOME/omnibus/bin/nco_pad -admingroup roots -authenticate KER -secure 

B. %NCHOME/omnibus/bin/nco_pad -admingroup root -authenticate PAM -secure 

C. %NCHOME/omnibus/bin/nco_pad -admingroup admin -authenticate PLUG -secure 

D. %NCHOME/omnibus/bin/nco pad -admingroup admin -authenticate UNIX -secure 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

Which utility can be used to export ObjectServer event data? 

A. ws_ant.sh 

B. nco_export 
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C. nco_confpack 

D. nco osreport 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

When an Accelerated Event Notification (AEN) is received by the AEN client, a message is displayed on the user
desktop. That message contains data from several columns in the event record used to generate the notification. How
are the column names used in the pop-up message configured within the AEN client properties? 

A. The Visual option in the Messages tab defines how the columns appear in the message. 

B. The Application Details in the Information tab defines how the columns appear in the message. 

C. The Column data settings in the Channels tab defines how the columns appear in the message. 

D. The View setting in the Application tab identifies an event view that defines how the columns appear in the message. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What is the difference between the hash and tree database index structure? 

A. The hash index can only be used on INTEGER columns. The tree index can be used on any column data type. 

B. The tree index can only be used on VARCHAR columns. The hash index can be used on any column data type. 

C. The hash index supports equality comparisons in SQL queries. The tree index is an ordered index that stores
columnvalues in a sorted structure. 

D. The hash index is an ordered index that stores column values in a sorted structure. The tree index supports
equalitycomparisons in SQL queries. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 9

The installation script to install an ObjectServer on a Redhat Linux system has completed. The syslog probe will not
start when running pad. How should the nco_pa.conf file be modified? 
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A. start the pad process as the netcool user. 

B. add host\\'nchostor \\'512\\' after the host\\'nchostor \\'NCOOS_PA\\' line in the nco_routing section 

C. after the line, process \\'ObjectServer\\' NONE, in nco_service, add process \\'SyslogProbe\\' \\'ObjectServer\\' 

D. change the run as 0 statement at the end of the line Command \\'$NCHOME/omnibus/probes/nco_p_syslog\\' run as
0 torun as netcool because of the protected port 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 10

Which combination of properties can be used to enable an ObjectServer to serve files to a HTTP client? 

A. NHttpd.EnableHTTP, NHttpd.ListeningPort, NHttpd.SSLEnable, NHttpd.SSLListeningPort 
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B. NHttpd.DocumentRoot, NHttpd.EnableFileServing, NHttpd.AccessLog, NHttpd.EnableHTTP 

C. NHttpd.EnableHTTP, NHttpd.ListeningPort, NHttpd.DocumentRoot, NHttpd.EnableFileServing 

D. NHttpd.AuthenticationDomain, NHttpd.SSLCertificate, NHttpd.DocumentRoot, NHttpd.EnableFileServing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

What does the nco_setprobeprop command modify? 

A. the default location of the property file for a specified probe 

B. the value of the specified property of a probe via the probe\\'s HTTP interface 

C. the value of the specified property in the property file for the specified probe 

D. the value of the specified property in all probe property files in the installation 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

A company has a pair of primary and backup aggregation ObjectServers AGG_P and AGG_B Due to additional probe
load, two collection layer ObjectServers need to be deployed. How can the architecture be changed to multi-tiered? 

A. Additional components can be added to the multi-tiered architecture. Create two new collection ObjectServers with
twounidirectional collection to aggregation routing gateways. 

B. Additional components can be added to the multi-tiered architecture. Create two new collection ObjectServers with
twounidirectional collection to aggregation routing gateways and a bidirectional failover Collection gateway. 

C. All layers of the multi-tiered architecture must be deployed at one time. Create two new aggregation ObjectServers
witha bidirectional failover aggregation gateway. Create two new collection ObjectServers with unidirectional collection
toaggregation routing gateways. 

D. All layers of the multi-tiered architecture must be deployed at one time. Create two new aggregation ObjectServers
witha bidirectional failover aggregation gateway. Create two new collection ObjectServers with unidirectional collection
toaggregation routing gateways and a bidirectional failover collection gateway. 

Correct Answer: A 
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